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УДК 539.12+530.145

В.П.Гусынин, В.А.Миранский

Эффективное действие для составных операторов и нарушение
киральной симметрии в асимптотически свободных и асимптотически
несвободных калибровочных теориях

Установлено существенное различие в реализации киральной динами-
ки в асимптотически свободных и асимптотически несвободных (с не-
тривиальной ультрафиолетовостабильной неподвижной точкой) кали-
бровочных теориях. Для последних в двухпетлевом приближении по-
лучено аналитическое выражение для конденсата < ^ ^ > и даны ар-

гументы в поддержку "мягкого
11
 поведения составных операторов на

малых расстояниях. Обсуждается проблема выделения низкоэнергети-
ческой области для действия Весса-Зумино-Виттена. Кроме того, в
первом порядке п затравочным массам фермионов получены массовые
соотношения для псевдоскалярных мезонов в произвольном & -секто-
ре и показана невозможность спонтанного нарушения Р и СР симмет
рии в вектороподобных калибровочных теориях

V.P.Guayn.in, V.A.Miranaky

Effective Action for Composite Operators and Chiral Symmetry

Breakdown in Asymptotically Free and Non-Asymptotioally Free

Gauge Theories

An essential distinction in the realization of the PCAO dynamics

in asymptotically free and non-asymptotically free (with a non-

trivial ultraviolet-stable fixed point) gauge theories is revea-

led. For the latter theories an analytical expression for the

oondenaate {„У^У is obtained in the two-loop approximation and

arguments in support of a soft behaviour at small distanoes of

composite operators are given. The problem of faotorizing the

low-energy region for the Wess-Zumino-Witten action is discussed.

Besides, the mass relations for pseudosoalar mesons in arbitrary

О -seotor are obtained in the first order in fermion bare mes-

ses an", the impossibility Xor spontaneous F and CP-symmetries

breaking in veotor-like gauge theories at 0 = 0 is shown.

(c) 1987 Институт теоретической физики АИ УССР
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The method of the effective action for composite operators

[i ] proves to be a convenient tool in studying field theories

with dynamical, i.e. realized through composite fields, symmetry

breaking (various applications of the above method see in Refs.

[2,3J). The effeotive aotion is a functional of Green's func-

tions. In the dynamical chiral symmetry breaking caae which is

of major importance for praotict.l arplioations, this is a funo-

tional of fermion_ one-particle Green's function,Q(x u) »

- -i<OlT YY*) Vr>) \0 > .For the translation-
invariant ground state the Green's function is G(OCU") •

• G (Х-у) and the effective action is transformed

into the effeotive potent it! "L that gives the energy density of

this state.

In the present paper the method of the effective potential

for composite operators is applied to investigate the chiral sym-

metry breaking in \ otor-like gauge theories. We consider both

asymptotically free (AF) and non-asymptotically free (NAP) gauge

theories (the latter oan be either Abelian theories or non-Abe-

lian theories with a sufficiently large number of fermions).For

the latter theories in Refs. [_4,5j (see also the reviews [б J )

the possibility of existence of a nontrivial £ -matrix in the
continuum limit was pointed out and investigated. This possibility
is realized when there is a critical coupling constant oic >0
(nontrivial ultraviolet-stable fixed point) separating two phases
with different structures of renormalizationa (the existence of
Buch a point at least in QED with quenohed fermicns has been sup-
ported by computer simulations £"7] ). At present such theories
are being intensively studied and applied for different purposes
[8,9], in particular, the notorious flavour-ohanging nautral-our-
rent problem in teohnioolour models oan be solved along these
lines.

We now consider the results obtained in the present paper.
In the first order in the chiral symmetry breaking para-

meter С (fermion bare пиазаеч are proportional to <£ ) it is
ehown that in a sector with the angle & я О ( О £ Э < 2% )

the vector-like gauge theories experienos tha laok of spontaneous

P and OP symmetry breaking (parameter © ia a ooupling constant



a

юг the term & rhr* breaking the CP -symmetry).

It should be noted that a general theorem on impossibility

о* the spontaneous P and CP symmetry breaking oX & ~ О has

recently been proved in suoh theories [io]. Our result оan be

oouaidered as a oonorete dynamic realization of the theorem.

Studies are also made of the effective potential depen-

dence on ZK
Z
 parameters of the ohiral group Zlt(H.)x Zl^CH)

and the condition of relevant 2.К ourrents conservation is shown

to be the neoeaaary and sufficient for the potential to be inde-

pendent of the above-mentioned parameters. Since currents are the

composite operators which are nontrivially dependent on the ul-

traviolet cut-off parameter this oondition is not a simple con-

sequence of tho equations of motion.In aocord with the results of

Refa. [5»1tJ in asymptotically free theories the condi-

tion of bhe potential V" independence of these parameters se-

lects unambiguously the regular ultraviolet asymptotics for the

fermion dynamical mase function and in non-asymptotioally free

theories with spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking such a

condition can be realized only with the ultraviolet-atable

fixed point oC
c
 > 0 •

The maag relations for pseudoacalar mesons are obtained in

the limit when 2^(0 - anomaly ia ignored and also when the ano-

maly is taken into account in a sector with arbitrary value & #

These results are based on the obtained in $2 exaot (in all

ordera of the loop expansion)expreaaion for the effective poten-

tial as the function of the ohiral rotation parameters

(we USB the normalization tt (\ A ) = 2о ), suoh transforma-

tiona correspond to the transition of the initial vacuum into a

coherent state М,/в> S exp('Q7°t-a.) exp (*'Q V * ^ ° ^
^ Qs , @ **

 a r e fc
^
e o J l i r a

l rotation generators).

Let us consider one more result of the preeent paper. The

method of the effeotive potential for composite operators makes

easier tho insight of the problem of unambiguous separation of

lo»v-energy region one is oonfrouted with irj deriving the Wees-
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Zumino-Witten effective action [J2,13] • The above problem пае

been given rise to because of the complexity connected with the

acoosJtit of the dynamics of initial theory in a standard appro-

ach. As it has already been noticed the effective potential for

the composite fields proves to be the functional of fermion pro

pagator G(X-y) that characterizes the dynamics of ohiral

symmetry breaking in gauge theories. It is quite natural, there

fore, to introduce the pseudosoalar meson fields </a into the

effeotive potential using the transformation

-t

In such an approach the fields ^Pa appear with the dynamical

formfactor, whioh Ie characterized by the propagator G(X-y.)

(more precisely,by the fermion mass function). It is essential

that some propertied «f the funotion G-(OC-fr) are known.

This allows one to single out a number of prinoipal points ol

the dynamics of ohiral symmetry breaking. In partioular, tho study

of transformation (1) with oonstant cLa. for partially conserved

axial currents (РСЛС) i.e., when fermions have small ourrent

masses, shows that the problem of low-energy region separation

is quite different for AP and NAP gauge theories. If In the

latter onoe the introduction of </л fields by means of treaa-

formation (1)agrees with a chiral perturbation theory,in QCD-fcype

theories such an agreement оan be attained only by changing trans-

formation (1) at small distances. It actually turns out that in

QCD the dynamical formfactor admitting the low-anergy region se-

paration, is not a fermion тазе funotion but the Bethe-Salpeter

wave function for paeudoacalar mesons (in QCD for the PC А С situa-

tion there is an essential distinction in the behaviour of these

functions).

la general, it turns out, apparently somewhat unex-

peatedly, that the PCAC dynamics is realized in MA? theories in

a simpler way than in QCD-type theories. In partioular, in NAP

theories we obtain an analytical expression for the condensate

4 V " ' У О
 i n t h e

 two-loop approximation ana show that the cor-

responding aeries of. the ohiral parturbative expansion converges

in the region
 m
*/rnj 4 1 ( /77- and rnj are the ourrent and dy-

namical massea of fenoions, respectively). We also p#lnt out
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fche arguments in favour of the "aoft" behaviour at small dia-
tanuas of composite operators in NAP theories (the exaot meaning
of the term "aoft" will be clarified below).

2. EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL DEPENDENCE ON CHIRAL
ROTATION PARAMETERS AND P AND CP -SYM-

METRIES IN VECTOR-LIKE THEORIES

The expression for the effective potential has the form fll

* L VJG),
whore ,S(p) — (fi ~ rn ) and G(r) are the bare and exaot
propagators, and \Jn represents the sum of all two-partiole
irreducible n-loop vacuum diagrams where the exaot fermion pro-
pagator G is used.The potential \J proves to be the energy den-
sity of the state on which the propagator Cr is given. The sta-
tionary condition

leads to the 3ohwinger-Dyson equation for the function G •
Let us oonaider a vector-like gauge theory with /£ fermi-

on flavours; for simplicity, we assume that all fermiona are as-
Bigned to a oommon reprenentation of the gauge group. In the chi
rel limit there ia the 2lc(H)* Z^X(K) symmetry with the
ZK conserved ourrente y ^ j ' ^ a. = 0t /,... % H*- f • Aa ie

known, the conserved singlet current l £у
X" s №^- J , is not a gauge-invariant operator (the sym-

bol N^
h l D y

 means that the current i%
s
 is determined

through the ohiral-invariant regularization prooedure).

When fermions have bare masaee, AA ~ - Ц'т
(¥

following equations take plaoe;

the ohiral tranefonriutione o£ fermion fields one can re-
duoe the masa matrix to the rtiagp»)al form m.(-- ~ rn. <4 • with
ГГ1; %• 0 ( y " 1.2 /( ).

Let ue oona.tder the dJBgonal. in indices of
 4

\V/.
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flavour group fermion propagator of general form

We then define the propagator

It Is not diffioult to show that the differenoe &\/(cL.
t
fi)

Gj)) - V(G)
 ia

___
 u c

 ^ ^ ,,
t
 (5)

where

Г
*
 Л

 (6)

(the integration in (5) is oarried out in the Buolidean region).

First of all, it is easy to show that for fa loop ( П ^ Z )

terms the difference tSlfoj)=V(G&,A))-VCG) ® Ч
и а 1 в

 «его. Indeed,

due to the struoture of the vacuum diagrams, the parameter* cL
a

and J3^ appear in \J
n
 only in oombinations of the form

ёгItG
Eq. (2) implies the relation (5).

It should be noted that in a partioular oase when the propa-

gator (4) has the form Q-n = J
t
y G and ohlral transforma-

tions are the transformations with diagonal matrioee X^±
UFe
( X »

X
J
 » A

8
 f . » Д^*"' ) the expression (5) agrees with the rela-

tion obtained in [i4j using another approach.

We employ the relation (5) to study the F and CP invari-

anoe of the theory.
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The stable ground state of the theory corresponds to the

absolute minimum of the funotion ^Vfa'J,) if the following

important fact is stipulated. Due to the gauge noninvarianoe of

elnglet ourrent J-^g. one should not vary A-Vtol,/}) in

the parameter at* (the anomaly effect)" . With the normaliea-

tion used by us for the matrices \
a
 between ol

0
 and the pa-

rameter Э there holds the relation

where £ is the parameter oonneoted with the ohiral symmetry

breaking (fermion bare masses mt- ~ & ). Therefore the value oLo
determines the & -sector of the theory.

In the chiral limit, m = О , the funotion ASZ&J/S)

equals zero and upon spontaneous ohiral symmetry breaking any

etate \oLjy = expO'<?
(
$.Ы.

л
)ех/>(<'(?У4')10,0

s
} oan be taken

as the vacuum. If for the state \0 0 > the operators of F and

GP transformations are the P and CP then for /оГ В Ъ states

they take, respectively the form ^-Сы.з}Р 24. ~*fct a)
 a n d

^ j C b ^ j ^ s ¥ ^ ) ^ W ) ' Therefore, in
the chiral limit the P and CP symmetries are exaot.

Tho appearance of mas a term in the Lagrangian with matrix

/7Z£J =r т£- J;j , П?£ ̂  О » fixes the form of the P and CP ope-

rators and cpontaneous breaking of these symmetries Ьэconies the

dynamical problem. It will be shown below that in the first order

in rh the P end CF symmetries in sector with & — О are

exuot* We consider tha saotor with (9—0 since for det/7? "Ф 0

the & -term АЫ» sr - Q <%%
г
жг FF with & unequal zero

or JT breaks explicitly the' P and CP symmetries, and when

9 ~ ЗГ and there exist definite relations between /r?/ , these

symmetries are broken spontaneously [uj ( in the framework of

ourrents algebra this phenomenon was established by Daehen [i5J)«

"Thisfaot oan be regarded as established one for AP gauge theo-
ries. For the HAP theories the situation may be quite different.
However, the analysis oonoerned remains valid for the latter oase
alsoi as it will be seen henoeforth the variation AVC^JJB) in
<*„ seleots automatically the seotor with 9 = О where the

F and CP symmetries should then be considered.
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In the limit /71 -5> 0 the theory has the exaot SU.(K)sym-

metry. However, in general oase the group S6£(tf) doea not ooln-

oide with tha group SC^L+gCH} that oommutee with P-trans-

formation: both groups оan differ in a ohiral transformation Я

In order to determine the stable vacuum (and, thus, the group

) we ohoose the following propagator aa the trial one

с
with J d*P p

x
A

z
fp

2
)+B

l
(p

%
)

 >(
^ corresponding to the

P and CP invariant ground state and find in the firet order in

m the funotlon Л VColjjS) .

Let us start with the oase /f—2. By a direct calculation,

we get from (5)

where Ъ = ( Щ °*
t
' ) » /Z is the dimensionality of the

gauge group representation aoоording to which fermions агь trans-

formed, kb & = О i. о1
в
= О ) the global minimum is as follows

о1
л
— О » О-

 B
1t2,3i i»e« 1* corresponds to P and CP inva-

riant state with propagator (9).

The function (10) satisfies also the general assertion that

energy density ae the function of the angle В has the global

minimum at & - О fmoefjjr) £ 10j[, Really, the function AV<<>0

as the funotion ox' four variables Ua bas two minima for oLo, *

* 0 and U9 = JT , 2 = ЭТ in whioh it takes the same value.

However, as it follows from (8) with # = Z » the state with

oL^—^F corresponds to the value &*=£JC and, henoe, it should

ooincide with the state when '&=•€> . And this is aotually eoi

if oiy (jf m 1,2,3) are taken in the form oi^=/z^Zy /ft = 4 ,

then
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therefore, we obtain .for the propagator (9)

- Г
'.a. = °

7
 (4)

It should oe noted that the condition Ы^ — ol, — О on

stable vacuum meant) that the transformation such as

oorresponds to the exact symmetry of the theory. The presence of

auoh a symmetry guarantees that on stable vacuum the propagator

is a diagonal matrix in flavours space: QJJ ~ S
c
-j G

If one admits this a priori then to obtain the global minimum of

Д\/ it is possible to consider only diagonal variations. In

this oase the relation (10) takes the following form

Using the above assumption it is not difficult to obtain, on

the basis of (5)i the generalization of expression (11) onto the

case of arbitrary J{ :

Д ^ ^ * (12)
UJrJ

4
 t?*A*f/>*)+

К

3 = C 1 3 )

At <9= О (°(
o
 — О ) the relation (12) haa only one global

minimum ot'e&Aj* = О (all other valuea <£• —JjTm are equi-
valent to this one ainoe &&) jS^jjrm ~ &&>) S=o ^* Ttiere*ore

in the aeotor with & - О in the first order in £ the atable
vaouum turns to be the F and CP invariant state.

We note that not for all oases one оan restriot himself by
expression (12) for the funotion A V < f 4 y O

 wL
^
h
 °L CUAJ. •

In particular, this axpreaalon cannot be used to determine mass

relations four paeudosoalar mesons (see £5 )•
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3 . SPONTANEOUS CHIRAL SYMMETRY BREAKING IM

LOCAL GAUGE THEORIES

Formally the dependence of Л v ^ ^ J on parameters Ut\

and J$a. vaniahea when /n = О . However in the continuum li-

mit
 f
 Л -*.> <=*° , the integral in (5) with о1

а
^
л
ф О

usually diverges and, therefore
;
the condition т^л) I —O

x

generally speaking, ia not auffioiem to restore CJ^K)*. Uo(K)

aymietry in the continuum theory. The neoesaary and sufficient

condition t.or tha effective potential independence of chiral ro-

tation parameters in the oontlnuum limit will evidently be the

fallowing one
A

The physical meanir? of this condition ia that in the limit
2

/\-«- e«s> it provides the oonaervation of 2K ohiral sytrunetry cur
rent on all states lol

}
j3> — ^с<и,в") Ю,ОУ . Indeed Eq.

(3) implies that in the continuum theory these currents are oon

served if

It iB readily seen now that due to the arbitrariness of ('

the condition (16) with a - О re3ulte in the aondition (14)

since

ftt
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(in fact, due to the arbitrariness of Cot
jy/
e ) the oondi-

tions (15)i(i&) are not independent and follow from a condi-

tion (16) with Ci = О ). Aa it is known (see, e.g., \J>}) In the

space with tho P -invariant vacuum the oompoaite operators

and (4* X^fo У)
л
 nave a common renonnaliza-

tion constant

«* i?^* (ч- ̂ Ys^X^ » ̂
 i s

 the renornmlisation group parame-

ter). Therefore, aa it follows from (3) in this spaoe the condi-

tion of chiral currents conservation in the continuum limit has

the form

As it tiaa been ahown in [1iJ the oonditiun (17) puts an additio-

nal restriction on the solutions of the Sohwinger-Dyaon equations

corresponding to spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking* Since the

condition (14) is related to the extended (including all states

lUj&y ) эрисо, it can in principle be stronger than the condi

tion (17). Lot ии consider examples.

1. QOD rfith &~O and /ftу = mJij •

In this case, in the Landau gauge, the Schwinger-Dyaon equa-

tions admit a solution with ultraviolet aflymptotios of the form

[11].

where A is the QCU parameter

(the jymbol // denotes subtracting a perturbative contribution).

Prom Eq. (5) and Bq. (18) we find ^
 (

 ,

Therefore in QOD the condition O 4 ) is equivalent to the follow-

ing one
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= О. (21)

д —г> ©о

Since in P-invariant sector in QCD the renorraalization constant

^ ^ *
J
C A ) £= /ел ^^УА,-"^/

 г
 }'*"'*(вее, for example Ref. \_б\\ the

condition of the energy density independence of the parameters U^

is in thin case stronger than (17). As it follows from (18) and

(19) the condition (17) and, therefore, (21) in the continuum li-

mit seleots the regular asymptotica

for the mass funotion. It is essential that in the P-invarlemt

sector the oondition (21) does not put any additional (with rea-

peot to that of (17)) reatiiotions on the fermion propagator.

2. QBD witlx ГП-- = m fa
In the two-loop approximation for the potential V the

solutions satisfying the condition (17) in the Landau gauge

exist only at и
Се>)

 >, U€ = ^/j [5,1i]. Therefore in this ap-
proximation spontaneous ohiral symmetry breaking takes plaoe only
in the phase with oLc" >, •% {_4-6,16J. The requirement of the
ferraion mass finiteneaa fixes the value oL1** : d.l*J ~ 1

*/з [.4-6].

The oritioel value oL
rt}
 — Ы

с
 = ^/j is an ultraviolet stable

fixed point.

At aL£*J •* • % the Johnaon-Baker-Willey (JBW) solution
[17] takes plaoe :

м*о,
,

For this solution we find from Eq. (5) the following expression

for Д 4(d) *

This expression shows that the JBW solution corresponds to expli-

oit ohiral symmetry breaking.

In the auperoritloal, oi
tmi
 •> ̂ /3 , phase (in the aporoxi-

mation concerned) the funotion ACp
z
) = 1 **& ^

fae
 mae»
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funotion have asymptotica of the form \b\

where

ia the to ta l (the dynuruiottl, md , plus the uurrewt, /v?4. ) щааа
of a fermion. The cmrrent maua ia \b\

mc ^

The dynamioal шааэ 1н determiaed from the relation

I
Lt>)

and in the continuum limit it remains finite It U
Lt>)

 sU.
c
 = %

[4-6J, Substituting the expreaalon (17) into Eq. (5) and taking

into account Eqa. (24) and {24), wu s

- &m f - 7

where

' - -f Г

^Strictly speaking, the expreaaion (23) corresponds to the so-
lution o£ a lineariaed version of the Schwinger-Dyson equation in
this approximation. It is essential that the asymptotios of the
solution of the nonlinear equation can differ from this expression
only by a common number'factor [16].

""In Kef.[5.] the renornali aat. ion constant z?m has been de-
termined in the lowest order in rп

^//•пJ • The exact expression
for Zp^ (used in C^4)) oan be obtained following the method of
those papers.
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- I/ У

(27)

As it follows from Eqs. (26),(27), in thie сазе, as distinct

from QCD, the condition of the energy density independence of the

parameters о!.
а
 ( m

c
 ~O ) coincides with the condition (17)

(in non-Abelian NAP theories the expression for bS/ in this

approximation is different from (26) only by a number faotor).

The formal reason for such a different behaviour of these

theories is explained by the following point: if in AF theories

the appearance of a fermion bare mass leads to a change in the

character of the mass function asymptotios (the regular aaymp-

totios is substituted by the irregular one, see (18), (19)) then,

as it follows from (23), in QED the appearance of m
c
 -fi О

does not change the form of asymptotios 3Cp
s
) • This point ref~

leota the deep dietinotion in the dynamios of ohiral symmetry

breaking In AF and NAF theories which will be discussed in next

seotion.

4. DYNAMICS OF CHIRAL SYMMETRY BREAKING AND

LOW-ENERGY INTERACTION REGION IN GAUGE THEORIES

In the PCAC situation the matrix of current masses

• €cm тСл^г*^ (А~) is different from zero. As it follows

from (20) in QCD in the PCAC situation the quantity д\/ is in*

finite. On the other hand, in QED the funotion a\/ is finite (ae*

(26),(27)). Let us discuss in more detail whioh physioe underlie»

the distinction in AF and NAF theories.

Sinoe in the continuum limit the expression (20) can be re-

written in the form (compare with (26)}

= Am £пСл)<:<Р<f>
A
 h # #

A V
* - 1 )

 f
 (

20
)

{ 2 9 )
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the equation A V = °° means that the principal parameter

of ohiral dynamics -&m m Сл ) <£ & V-' >. iende in QCD to
infinity and, therefore, it needs to be redefined. The reason
for suoh a redefinition is аз follows. In AF theories the per-
turbative dynamios and the nonparturbative one belong to the

same phase; the dynamics of spontaneous ciiiral symmetry breaking

is formed at the distanoes 'Z. >, JTLj and the irregular asymp-

totios dominates at small distanoes, i.e. in the region of per-

turbative dynamios. This circumstance, in particular, leads to

the necessity of a redefinition of composite operators in AF

theories consisting in the subtraction of a perturbative contri-

bution from them {_18j . For example,

On the one hand, such ь redefinition is necessary, on the other

hand, euch a separation of perxurbative and nonperturbative con-

tributions leads to some difficulties in substantiating the ope-

rator product expansion method [18,19].

In NAP theories with an ultraviolet fixed point the phase

with spontaneous ohiral symmetry breaking and the perturbative

phase (with oC£t> < c ĉ ) are separated. Therefore, in this
case the problem of perturbative contribution separation does
not arise at all. In particular, as it follows from Eqa. (26),(27)
here in the FCAC situation the parameter

A Л
» /7?e <̂  'V̂  УУгеп. * s f in i te (note that the series of the chiral
pSrturbative expansion for <£ ̂  Ч^У 2еп converges at
me/m<J "* ^ ) ' I n t h i a s e n s e o n e c a n а аУ t h a i : t n e behaviour of
tile composite operator С ̂  У )л i n N A P gauge theories i s
softer than that in AP ones.

These points prove to be intimately connected with the prob-
lem of faotorizing the low-energy region for the Wess-Zumino-
Wltten (WZVO effective action [ i 2 , 1 3 ] . The i n i t i a l point in the
derivation of the WZW aotion i s the ohiral transformation V Y )
-*> e*p Gfo^oLbfr)} У far) • Tbe phase factor ol
i s oonneoted with the pseudosoalar f ield: Va Cx) •= frjrole

In the ooniinuura QCD, on the other hand, as it follows from the

relation (20), a global ohiral transformation with the constant
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ol
a
 leads to a state with infinite energy density in the PCAC

situation* From the viewpoint of a varlational problem such a

state is a bad trial one, and from the physioal point of view

ita formation is impossible* The reason for this is olear: the

transformation

-> в*,/*) = ef&^Gf*)*
1
**"

1
* (3.)

oorresponds to a situation when the quanta of the Va fields

are excited at arbitrary small distances in the fenaion-ant.-'.fer-

mion system; the equation Л V(U) ~ ° ° means that this prooeee

has to Ъв dynamically suppressed. It should be noted that sinoe

mass function BCp
z
) decreases in the limit />'*—^ ° ° such a

suppression is already partially taken into aooount in the rela-

tion (20). However, in the PGAC situation the function 8fp*)

has the irregular-type ultraviolet asymptotios that dees not

provide finiteness of the A V&) energy density. There must be

some dynamical meobanism providing suppression of euoh processes*

To determine this meohanism we consider in more detail the

bound state problem. The probability of pseudusoalar meson tor-

mat ion in fermion-antifermion system is given by the Bethe-Sal-

peter (BS) wave function with amputated fermion legs

(32)

As it follows (see, for example [б]) from the Ward identity

where
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in the ohiral limit (meson юаээ m - О %Otm т(л) f'_ = О )
there i s & relation between У а and the dynamioal шава funo-
ti f th f i Btion of the fermion

—.a.

Therefore in this limit the probability of the meson formation

is determined by the funotion 8jf<£2) with the regular-type ul-
traviolet asymptotics.

The аиосеев of the ohiral perturbation theory and ourrenta
algebra indioatrs that the relation (34) proves to Ъе a good ap-

proximation in the FCAC situation too» The oompatibility of this

relation with the Ward identity (33) ia exemplified by the fol-

lowing anaata for the funotion J?/nfA) Г* I

2т/л)Г* rss 3z*
J
 /77 "• — LJ~~

with P i; т
ж
 and Q >> P . Taking into aooount that

near the pole P — m£ the funotion

one can easily verify that at P ~ т
Т
 the Eqs. (34) and (35)

are compatible with (33) both in the ohiral limit and in the

PCAC situation.

Thus, the reason for vunphysioal situation arising due to

i -^formation (31) in the PCAC situation in AF theories oonsists

J tha* the dynamioe that produoes almoat Goldstone bosons is

zerrcsd hers at large distanoes. At small dietanoes the behaviour

of the propagator corresponds to almost free fertnions with slowly

varying running current mass. The ohiral rotation phase factor at

euoh distanoes has nothing to do with pseudosoalar mesons.

The simplest heuriatio way to oorreot the transformation

(31) ie to use the formfaotor that outs off the distances
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This prooedura corresponds to introducing la il-

lation (5) the out-off parameter Л^ с- tnj »

where Ш (Л
х
 ) is the current mass of a quark

and
 л

ty
This, in turn, oorreaponds to сhe replacement of a composite ope-

rator -&rn (<P4
J
)

A
 by the А/ (Ф 4^) \ . one

(compare with (20) where JL, the PGAC situation the seooud term

in equare brackets is email
 m

^^^^^X^fify) ч "^^ 1 ).

Another situation prevails with the transformation (31) in

NAJ
1
 theoriea, Here the energy density A^/fol) turns to be quite

definite quantity. i.oe physical interpretation of this point is

obvious: in contrast to QCD in these theories the dynamioa of

spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking is formed at arbitrary small

distances and therefore we need not introduce a out-off para-

meter in the expression for A\f(°t) .

5. MASS RELATIONS FOR PSEUDOSCALAR MESONS

Usin& the expression for the 1unction &\/ we get here the

mass relations for pseudosoaiar mesons*

As it follows from Seo, 2 , in the lowest order in € on
the stable vaouum there hold the relations (compare with (12 ))t

where the values ola oorreapond to the stable vacuum (the ab-
solute minimum of Eq. (12)). It is readily found from (8) and
(12) that at the extremura points of Д V ( V / )

 fc
hs following

relations are valid;

m. Mn j. » X , Z Si « S^ii< = 0. (39)
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Hence for О Ф О the vacui ч symmetry group in the ohiral li-

mit doea not coincide with the group S^L -tЯ (^ ) *

Therefore the pseudosoalar meson fields oannot, in this oase,

be related with the angles oi chiral rotations through the rela-

tion fa.» Pjr^ «To overoome this difficulty it is convenient,

following [14,15], to paas over to fermion fields

00 it tat

(40)

For the above variables the relation ^ =• F^ol^ In the

lowest order in £ is valid and, therefore, one can use the

mass formula that follows from ourrents algebra

' A \ /г.* r \
(41)

oL ̂  О
where (see (5))

(in NAF theories we need not introduce the out-off parameter

Let us consider two oasest

1) the anomaly is ignored (i.e.,one admits the variation in

all parameters ct
a
 ).

Here S; — О and the diagonalization of the mass matrix

/ i
a
/ results in the luwwn relation

2.
where «̂  ty Ч*Ул

ж
 is determined by Bq. (37) (in the general oaee

il ia aubfltituted by 9n ) and m
(
 S mi (Л„ ) *

Z) the anomaly is taken into aooount,the angle & is arbit-
rary.

In thJe case variation in d-, is not admitted. Here the ans-

wer f o* the ohiral 3 ^ Сг)X ZM
R
 fc) and SU

L
 (3)x SC/

R
(3)

QXOup» is quoted.
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) 5(&£ £\ ) I . (46)

The values//+ are determined diagonalizing the matrix /"j^ И^оу) •

that gives the mixing of Ж° and ^ meaond. It ia clear tliat

at the minimum point of the function A V the mass squares o.f

all meaons are nonnegative.

The relations (43)-(4o) cau be understood wheu oousidering

anomaly аз an additional contribution into the singlet шьзоп maae

^ [
 2 0

]
:

U7)

It can be verified by direot calculations that the mass relation

(43) corresponds to the value A = С and mass relations (44)-

(46) - to the value A ~ <=*=• whan the infinitely heavy sing-

let meson ie deoouoled. Certainly, in real QCD the intermediate

situation О-С А ^
 0ы0

 takes place.

6. CONCLUSION

The results of the present paper show that the method or the

effeotive aotion for oomposite operators is npplioable not only

to considering the different variational problems |_2>з1 but also

to obtaining information on general properties of the dynamical

eymuietry breaking in gauge theories. In particular. It turned out
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tuat the conditioa of the effective action Independence of group

parameters (which reflects the spontaneous character of symmetry

breaking)reveals itself as a meaningful constraint on admissible

solutiona of the Schwlnger-Dvson equations.

If the soft behaviour of composite operators at small dis-

tances ,discusaed in this paper, is actually realized in NAJ? theo-

ries this can lead to various interesting applications. We believe

that thia possibility deserves special serious studies.
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